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Abstract

The increasing adoption of cloud computing services changed the way how software is devel-
oped, deployed, and executed. Nowadays the applications are usually composed of multiple
services that run ”in the cloud”, in various environments. They can also be monolithic ap-
plications of different sizes. Even mobile applications that are installed locally use backend
services hosted ”somewhere”. All these are executed in some pre-configured environments.
After the initial development and deployment, keeping software applications and their ex-
ecution environments up to date comes with some challenges. System administrators have
no insight into the internals of the applications running on their infrastructure, thus if an
update is available for the interpreter or for a library packaged separately on which an
application depends, they do not know if the new release will bring some changes that will
break some parts of the application. It is up to the development team to assess the changes
and to support the new version. Such tasks take time to accomplish. The problem is very
serious in the case of interpreted languages, because errors appear at runtime, only when
certain blocks of code get executed, not initially when everything gets compiled, as is the
case with compiled languages. Our focus is on interpreted applications. In this thesis we
propose an approach consisting on automatic analysis of applications and automatic exam-
ination if the changes in a new version of a software dependency affect them. It is aimed
at improving productivity in software administration and software maintenance fields. To
accomplish this, we designed a process that models the human approach for learning, from
the manuals, the functionalities offered by the interpreter of a programming language or by
various libraries. Then, we designed a solution that automates the process, regardless of the
programming language at hand, by using machine learning and natural language processing
techniques. Finally, we developed and evaluated a platform that implements our approach.

Keywords: Information Extraction, Named Entity Recognition, Knowledge Engineer-
ing, Software Programs Ontology, Machine Learning, Web Mining, Semantic Web
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The increasing adoption of cloud computing services changed the way how software is

developed, how it is deployed and executed, and how we use and interact with it (as de-

velopers or as simple users). Nowadays the applications are usually composed of multiple

services that run in ”in the cloud”, in various environments. They can also be mono-

lithic applications of different sizes. Even mobile applications that are installed locally use

backend services hosted on servers. All these are executed in some pre-configured environ-

ments. After the initial development and deployment, some challenges appear regarding

the maintenance of the execution environment and of the application. For example, system

administrators face a dilemma when an update is available for the interpreter of a certain

language (PHP, Python, etc.), especially if it is a major one. They are not the developers

of the hosted applications or services that rely on the interpreter, thus they do not know

if the update will bring changes that will break some parts of the software. It is also not

in their responsibility to know any details about the internals of the applications. If the

developers are faced with the task to support a new version of the interpreter, they must

make an assessment of the changes brought by the update and the changes to be made in

the application. The same problem appears when updating a library on which the software

depends. These tasks require some effort and time.

In this thesis we propose a novel approach [22] that gives the administrators an insight for

the mentioned problem, and the developers information about the changes to be made, all

that in an automatic manner, improving their efficiency for such kind of tasks. Our solution

1



2 Thesis Overview

uses machine learning and natural language processing techniques. It is independent on the

language in which the software was developed.

1.1 Thesis Structure

The introductory chapter presents a short overview about the current landscape of cloud

services, artificial intelligence, and Internet of Things, pointing out the complexity of the

environments and the need for automation. We briefly state the addressed problem and

introduce our vision. This chapter also presents the thesis’ objectives and our contributions.

Chapter 2 presents the concepts and technologies on which our approach is based on. It

contains an overview of information extraction task, with the focus on named entity extrac-

tion. The implementation of our approach is deployed in cloud and is designed to be easily

integrated in various environments, thus overviews on cloud computing and integration

technologies are also presented.

Chapter 3 presents the addressed problem and details our approach. It also contains an

analysis on related solutions that are similar to our proposal.

Chapter 4 presents the design and implementation of the platform that enables our

vision. It also presents various experimental results and provides some insights about de-

ployment scenarios.

Chapter 5 presents key aspects about modeling and sharing knowledge and the enabling

technologies, with a focus on the Semantic Web. In this chapter we also propose an ontology

for our addressed domain, used for structuring the extracted information according to the

defined concepts.

Chapter 6 presents various scenarios in multiple fields in which our approach has appli-

cability. It also offers some insights regarding potential privacy concerns that can appear

by employing our solution.

In the last chapter we present the concluding remarks and future directions of research

that are enabled by our work.

1.2 Contributions

In this thesis we propose a novel approach aimed at improving productivity in software ad-

ministration and software maintenance fields. Our main objective is to provide a framework

for the optimization of the process of maintaining software applications up to date. The

means to achieve that consist of an original method which assists all the persons involved in

the respective activities by automating some specific tasks, thus reducing the time needed

to accomplish them. The contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:

• we designed a process that models the human approach for learning from the manuals

the functionalities offered by the interpreter of a programming language or by various
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software libraries;

• we designed a solution that automates the process and reduces the time needed to

solve the addressed problem, regardless of the programming language at hand or the

used software library;

• we developed and evaluated the platform that implements the approach;

• we proposed a comprehensive ontology that models the programming domain, which

we use for creating the knowledge base that contains all the concepts utilized/learned

by the platform;

• we proposed a named entity hierarchy for the programming domain, defining new

possible types to be extracted in the Named Entity Recognition field;

• we provide insights into the way our solution can be applied in other areas: for the

Semantic Web and for software development in the context of Internet of Things.

1.3 A New Approach to Automation in Software Mainte-

nance and System Administration

In this vast landscape of software applications of different sizes that run in execution en-

vironments configured directly on barebone servers, on virtual machines, or in containers,

the management of the applications and the environments after the initial development and

deployment is a challenge. Our proposal addresses a specific management problem [15, 14],

regarding keeping the software up to date.

System administrators maintain the infrastructure for running different applications.

One of their major tasks is to maintain the systems up to date and this generates some

difficulties. When they are faced with the situation of updating the execution environment

for the deployed applications, for example updating an interpreter (for PHP, Python, Perl

etc.) to a new version, they have to answer questions like:

• Will the existing applications run on the new version of the interpreter?

• Are there any parts of the applications that will not run because of the changes?

These are not questions that can be answered easily, because the administrator is usually

not the developer of the application(s). The same thing applies in case of libraries which are

packaged and installed independently and on which the applications depend. Given the fact

that the sysadmin does not have any knowledge about the application (except the neces-

sary versions of the interpreter/libraries when the application was developed and deployed),

he/she can only base its decision on assumptions to make the update. One intuitive as-

sumption is that if there is a minor version update for the interpreter or library, everything
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should be fine, as no major changes in functionality occurred. In the majority of cases, this

holds true, but it is still an assumption, not a certainty. The problem arises when there is a

major update and the development team does not plan to update the application to support

the new release. The problem is very serious in the case of interpreted languages, because

errors appear at run-time, only when certain blocks of code get executed, not initially when

everything gets compiled, as is the case with compiled languages. Thus, some parts of the

application may work, while other parts may not. The system administrator simply will

not know if there will be parts of the application that will not execute, he/she is not the

developer, he/she is not the tester. This problem scales, because a single administrator can

have multiple applications running on his/her infrastructure. Our proposal offers a solution

for this situation, by automatically analyzing and providing information about whether the

new version will bring some changes that will break the application or not.

Nowadays there is also a shift regarding the management of the execution environ-

ment, from the dedicated system administrators to the teams developing the applications

(DevOps), by using virtual machines or containers like Docker. This does not solve the

problem, only shifts it to the developers, although it does not mean that administrators

do not care about the situation of the environments of the containers running on their in-

frastructure. Thus, when the development team wants to update the interpreter or some

libraries used, it faces the same problem described above. Even though the team knows the

application, it does not know exactly which blocks of code will execute and which will not.

The solution is to analyze the changelog/migration guide and to assess the changes that

need to be done. This manual procedure is time consuming. Our solution helps reduce this

time.

The approach that we propose towards solving this problem is a technology that is able

to automatically scan the code and verify if the used functionalities are still supported in

a targeted version of the interpreter/library. This technology is independent of the used

programming language. As we have stated earlier, the focus is on interpreted languages.

This technology is comprised of three parts:

1. A tool that automatically analyzes the code, extracts the used functionalities, and

queries a knowledge base that helps to answer the following questions: is the func-

tionality X supported in the new version N? If not, what are the changes that were

made?

2. A knowledge base [20] created automatically that contains information about the

functionalities supported in every version of the interpreter/library;

3. A platform that extracts specific entities from online or offline manuals, independently

of the programming language, and populates the knowledge base.

The general process is depicted in Figure 1-1. The tool is the part that must have access

to the code and which uses the (remote) knowledge base to verify if there are functionalities
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Figure 1-1: General Workflow.

used that are not supported anymore (or are marked to be removed in the future) in the

targeted version. It generates a report based on the findings. The key enabler of our

technology is the knowledge base. The most important aspect is the contained information

and the way it is obtained. For the current version of the platform that populates the

knowledge base, the functionalities taken into consideration are the supported functions

in all versions of the interpreter/library (the provided APIs). Thus, the analysis tool is a

pretty basic component, all that it needs to do is to extract all the functions in the code,

eliminate those declared locally, and query the knowledge base to check for support in the

targeted version. The only functionality that is more complex is the filtering of the functions

provided by a certain used library or by the interpreter.

In this thesis, the focus of our work is on the platform that creates the knowledge base.

As we have mentioned, the data contained consists of details regarding all the supported

functions in the interpreter/library. For each function, we have different attributes, like

its signature’s components (the function’s name, the number of arguments, the types of

arguments, the order of the arguments), the return type, its short description, its availability

(supported, deprecated, obsolete), and the version number of the interpreter/library in

which it is supported. All the information is extracted from online manuals available on

the Web or offline ones. The platform that we designed and implemented is capable to

automatically extract the desired data, independently of the content (certain manuals for

certain languages/libraries) or the structure of the web pages. The extraction technology

does not have implemented any adapters for specific manuals. It supports any manual for

any language. The only restriction is regarding the syntax used for writing the functions

in the manual. This capability is achieved using machine learning algorithms and different

natural language processing (NLP) techniques [25, 9].
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Figure 1-2: CoDE Platform Architecture

1.4 CoDE – The Extraction Platform

In this section we present the architecture of the platform that is capable to automati-

cally access information on the Web, identify and extract the specific entities, and populate

the knowledge base. Its components are decoupled and context independent. Each com-

ponent was designed to be part of a distributed architecture. It is fully implemented in

Python. Figure 1-2 depicts the system’s architecture. The platform has four main compo-

nents, CorpusTrain SigDetection, CorpusTrain VerDetection, WebMiner, KBManager, and

its functionality is split into two phases, a training phase and an extraction phase.

In the first phase we train two Naive Bayes classifiers to detect signatures and version

numbers in manuals pages. Although it is one of the simplest models, we have chosen Naive

Bayes because it is known to give good results for various use cases and because it does

not need a large amount of training instances. We have manually created two data sets for

training.
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For the classifier that detects signatures, the training set contains 279 positive examples

and 296 negative ones, which were taken from PHP and Python manuals. The positive

examples are entire sentences that contain signatures. The negative examples are sentences

that contain various explanations which mention at least a function, or different blocks of

code found on the respective pages. They have been chosen specifically like this in order

to lower the rate of false positives. The first 70% of the labeled instances for each label are

used for training, and the rest for testing. The trained model has an accuracy of around

98% on the test data set. The CorpusReader and CorpusReader TrainingData components

are used for loading the training data into memory, and CorpusTrain SigDetection creates

the feature sets, splits the data, and trains the classifier, generating Classifier SigDetection.

The generated classifier is further used by NER Signature component, which offers a single

service: it receives a list of sentences and identifies which ones are signatures.

For the classifier that detects version numbers, the training instances are created from

examples taken from PHP, Python, and jQuery manuals. The total number of instances

is 518 (62 positive examples and 456 negative ones). The negative set contains various

numbers that do not represent a version. The feature sets are split, the first 70% of the

labeled instances for each label are used for training, and the rest for testing. The model

has an accuracy of around 95%. The same two components mentioned above are used for

loading the training data. CorpusTrain VerDetection is the component which creates the

feature sets, does the splitting and trains the classifier, generating Classifier VerDetection.

The generated classifier is used by NER VersionNumber component, which offers a single

service: it receives signatures with their descriptive contexts and identifies the words that

represent version numbers. For both models, we say they that have an accuracy value

around a certain percent because at train time we randomize the instances, thus the value

is slightly different on different executions.

The second step, the extraction phase, consists of accessing online information, analyzing

it and extracting specific knowledge. The main orchestrator of all these operations is Web-

Miner component. The other components involved are CorpusDownloader, CorpusReader,

NER Signature, SigContext, NER VersionNumber, NER SigComponents, SigDescription.

The extracted data is then saved in the knowledge base, operation managed by KBManger.

CorpusDownloader is the component which is pointed to the online pages that contain the

desired data. It accesses the content using a headless browser, thus providing the informa-

tion exactly like a human sees it rendered in a browser, without any code in it (e.g., HTML

tags, CSS properties, JavaScript code). Further, the information is split into sentences

and each sentence in a list of words by CorpusReader. WebMiner sends this data to NER

Signature component, which identifies the existing signatures by using the trained classi-

fier. Each signature is then sent to NER SigComponents to extract the following elements:

the function’s name, its return type, and its parameters. For each parameter, we have its

name, its type, and its order. This is accomplished by using hand-coded rules based on

regular expressions. All this data is further sent to NER SigContext, which identifies the
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Figure 1-3: Visual representation of the ProgO Ontology (image generated using
VOWL [16])

descriptive contexts of each signature, through the use of hand-coded rules. We define a

descriptive context as the list of sentences that contain details about a single signature.

The descriptive context is sent to NER VersionNumber to extract the version number(s)

of the interpreter/library in which the function is available or in which it was marked as

deprecated or it was removed. This component uses the trained classifier and some hand-

coded rules that check the context of the word representing a version number to identify

the status (available, deprecated, removed). The final step is to extract a single description

of the function from the context. This is done by SigDescription, which uses a dependency

parser to analyze the sentences and hand-coded rules that model some observed patters

used in formulating descriptions. All the extracted information is provided to KBManager,
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which manages the knowledge base.

The KBManager component receives the extracted information and generates instances

for the knowledge base. The data is expressed using the RDF (Resource Decription Frame-

work) model 1. The RDF triples contain information structured according to concepts

illustrated in ProgO Ontology, an ontology [20, 11] we designed for our addressed domain.

The existing ontologies that are specific to this domain [17, 33, 21] do not contain all the

conceptual descriptions that are needed in our case. ProgO Ontology can be classified as an

Application Ontology [12], meaning it was designed with the intent to be use as part of our

solution. In the process of designing such an ontology, we have to take into consideration

two requirements: reusing as much as possible existing classes and properties from existing

ontologies and taking into consideration that any new added classes or properties have to

fit the intent of the domain of application for the ontology.

The application domain of the ProgO ontology is the representation of parts of a (com-

puter program) source code with the intent of tracking its exposed functions and aspects

like availability status, parameters and at the same time the returned datatypes. Thus

some of the important concepts that are encapsulated by our ontology consist of: function

name, function return type, function description, parameter name, parameter type, param-

eter order, parameter description and software version number and availability status. The

ontology’s representation is available in Figure 1-3.

The ontology was created using Protege 2. The data is stored in a Triple Store provided

by Virtuoso 3.

1.5 Experimental Results

We have conducted tests on various online manuals in order to evaluate the general perfor-

mance of the platform in extracting all the needed information. We have pointed the plat-

form to extract data from different pages selected randomly from Node.js (version 7.7.0) 4,

Ruby 5, PHP 6, Python (version 3.6.0) 7, and Laravel (version 5.4) 8 manuals.

Table 1.1 summarizes the performance of the platform in detecting the signatures for

each case. The second column contains the total number of functions that exist in each

page, and the last column the percentage of the detected signatures. We obtained the

following results:

• In case of Node.js, it extracted all the functions, without any false positives, being

1https://www.w3.org/RDF/
2http://protege.stanford.edu/
3https://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/
4https://nodejs.org/api/util.html
5https://ruby-doc.org/docs/ruby-doc-bundle/Manual/man-1.4/function.html
6http://php.net/manual/en/function.chmod.php
7https://docs.python.org/3/library/os.path.html
8https://laravel.com/docs/5.4/helpers

https://www.w3.org/RDF/
http://protege.stanford.edu/
https://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/
https://nodejs.org/api/util.html
https://ruby-doc.org/docs/ruby-doc-bundle/Manual/man-1.4/function.html
http://php.net/manual/en/function.chmod.php
https://docs.python.org/3/library/os.path.html
https://laravel.com/docs/5.4/helpers
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Table 1.1: Signature detection performance.

Man page No. of functions Detection rate

Node.js 26 100%

Ruby 59 64.4%

PHP 1 100%

Python 30 100%

Laravel 80 98.75%

able to filter all other existing functions in the code examples or in the page’s menu;

• In case of PHP, it extracted the only existing function. It also identified 5 more (false

positives), because there are a lot of comments with code examples in the respective

page, being unsuccessful in filtering all of the functions mentioned there;

• In case of Python, it extracted all the functions, without any false positives, being

able to filter all other existing functions in the code examples or in the page’s menu;

• In case of Laravel, it missed one function who’s name contains only one character

(namely the e() function). We did not have any false positives;

• In case of Ruby, it detected only 38 functions from a total of 59. This result is not

very good because there are many functions in the page which are not written using

parenthesis (e.g., at exit, binding, chop, fork), this being a very important feature

when searching for the pattern.

For each of the identified functions, the component NER SigComponents successfully

extracted all of their elements (e.g., the name and return type, the parameters, etc.). Re-

garding the extraction of version numbers, we obtained the following results:

• for Node.js: the page contains 26 functions, 5 of them having specified a single version

representing when it was added, the rest containing two versions, when it was added

and since when it is deprecated. The platform correctly identified all of them, with

their corresponding status. It also identified the general version (7.10.0) mentioned

outside of the contexts of functions, having a lower priority due to the existence of

the others. We do not have any false positives or false negatives;

• for Ruby: the page does not contain any version numbers, thus the system correctly

did not identify any;

• for PHP: the page contains a single function with 3 version numbers mentioned (PHP

4, PHP 5, PHP 7 ). The platform successfully identified all of them;

• for Python: the page contains 30 functions, 4 of them having specified two versions, 1

of them having specified 3 versions, and the rest only 1 version. The system correctly
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Table 1.2: Description detection performance.

Man page No. of det. functions Detection rate

Node.JS 26 76.9%

Ruby 38 68.4%

PHP 6 100%

Python 30 93.3%

Laravel 79 96.2%

identified all of them, without any false positives or negatives. It also identified the

general version (3.6.0 ) outside of the functions’ descriptive contexts.

• for Laravel: the page does not mention any details about versions inside the context of

the functions, thus the system correctly did not identify any. It identified the general

version (5.4 ) mentioned outside the contexts.

For the detection of the functions’ descriptions, the system obtained the results presented

in Table 1.2. The second column represents the total number of signatures that were

detected (each having a single description), and the last one the percentage of the detected

descriptions. In case of Node.JS, it failed to identify 6 descriptions. For Ruby, it missed 12

descriptions. Regarding PHP, it successfully identified the description of the single function.

For the other 5 false positives, it did not detect anything because they are examples of code,

thus they do not have descriptions. In case of Python, it did not identify the descriptions

of 2 functions. Finally, for Laravel, it failed to extract 3 descriptions.

1.6 Related Solutions

Verifying Code Compatibility

The standard approach with updating the execution environment of an application (e.g.,

the interpreter or some libraries it depends on) is to establish a test environment (nowadays

usually in a virtual machine) with the new version(s) and to test the entire application. This

is theoretically the best approach, as it is done by professionals who know the application

and verify all the functionalities offered. The purpose is to make sure that the entire code

gets executed. The disadvantages with this approach is that it is time consuming and can

be prone to human errors (e.g., they can omit testing some functionalities). The burden of

doing manual tests can be reduced or completely eliminated by the existence of automated

tests. Unfortunately, the situations where automated tests for the entire application are

developed are very rare. The most common situation is when the core components of the

application are covered by automated tests, leaving the others for manual testing, or no

tests at all.

There are some tools that were created to automate this compatibility verification, but
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they are rather limited in scope and are also language dependent. For example, for PHP,

there is a tool, PHP CodeSniffer 9, that tokenizes the source code and detects and fixes

violations of code formatting standards, without executing the code. This is used by another

tool, PHPCompatibility 10, that contains a set of sniffs for the former and is able to check

for PHP version compatibility. The sniffs are a PHPCompatibility code standard created to

detect the use of backwards incompatible code. This tool generates a report containing all

the identified problems. Compared to our solution, its advantage is coverage for many more

changes (but not 100%), not only deprecated/obsolete functions. As disadvantages, we can

mention that the sniffs (its ”knowledge base”) are created manually, supports only PHP,

and only changes introduced since PHP 5.0 and not earlier versions. Various similar custom

tools were developed for different scopes and languages and libraries, like jquery-migrate 11

for migrating older jQuery code to jQuery 3.0+, wp-deprecated-checker 12, a Wordpress

deprecated function checker, 2to3 13, an automated Python 2 to 3 code translation program,

PHP7MAR 14 or php7cc 15, which are PHP 7 migration assistants, depcheck 16, another PHP

deprecated function checker. The problems with these are the same, they have restricted

coverage and are developed for a single language or library. More tools can be found for

different languages/libraries, but not quite for everything.

There are also professional-grade IDEs that offer automatic code inspection tools. One

such example is PhpStorm 17. It features a static code analyzer that can detect various

code inefficiencies. The most common tasks covered are the detection of probable bugs, the

identification of code that never gets executed, the detection of possible performance prob-

lems, the violation of coding guidelines and standards, the conformance to specifications.

All these inspections are manually created. Support for the detection of code compatibility

problems for various versions of the PHP interpreter is very limited, given by the existence

of manually created inspections that check for this particular situations. The focus is not

on offering this kind of functionality. Another category of tools that offer code analysis are

”linters” (e.g., PHPMD 18, Pylint 19). But again, their focus is on checking for different

coding standard violations and various errors in how the code is written, not on verifying

the use of deprecated/obsolete functions in interpreters/libraries. Table 1.3 summarizes our

findings, according to the following criteria:

• language independence – if the solution supports multiple languages or was developed

9http://pear.php.net/package/PHP_CodeSniffer/
10https://github.com/wimg/PHPCompatibility
11https://github.com/jquery/jquery-migrate
12https://gist.github.com/jbuchbinder/7419000
13https://docs.python.org/3/library/2to3.html
14https://github.com/Alexia/php7mar
15https://github.com/sstalle/php7cc
16https://www.phpclasses.org/package/9084-PHP-Find-deprecated-functions-and-suggest-

replacements.html
17https://www.jetbrains.com/phpstorm/
18https://phpmd.org/
19https://www.pylint.org/

http://pear.php.net/package/PHP_CodeSniffer/
https://github.com/wimg/PHPCompatibility
https://github.com/jquery/jquery-migrate
https://gist.github.com/jbuchbinder/7419000
https://docs.python.org/3/library/2to3.html
https://github.com/Alexia/php7mar
https://github.com/sstalle/php7cc
https://www.phpclasses.org/package/9084-PHP-Find-deprecated-functions-and-suggest-replacements.html
https://www.phpclasses.org/package/9084-PHP-Find-deprecated-functions-and-suggest-replacements.html
https://www.jetbrains.com/phpstorm/
https://phpmd.org/
https://www.pylint.org/
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Table 1.3: Comparison of related solutions for compatibility checking

Solution/Criterion
language
indepen-
dence

library
support

automatic
kb creation

check for
function
support

check for
other fea-
tures

Our solution X X X X ×
PHPCompatibility × × × X X
jquery-migrate × × × X X

wp-deprecated-checker × × × X X
2to3 × × × X X

PHP7MAR × × × X X
php7cc × × × X X
depcheck × × × X ×
PhpStorm × × × × X
PHPMD × × × × X
PyLint × × × × X

for a single language;

• library suppport – if the solution checks for features offered by various libraries (not

for just a single one);

• automatic knowledge base creation – if the solution’s source of information is manually

created and maintained or automatically;

• check for function support – if the solution is able to verify if all the used functions

are still available, or which has been deprecated, etc.;

• check for other features – if the solution is able to check for other changes, like language

constructs, syntax, keywords, etc.;

A lot of academic research is conducted towards automating the assessment of backward

compatibility of software components, but the solutions do not offer the same functionality

as our proposal, they provide a complementary one [23, 31, 13, 29]. Their source of informa-

tion is software repositories, which they monitor and analyze. The approaches are based on

different techniques that evaluate the differences between the old source code and the new

one (entire code or only the interfaces). The focus is on assessing if a new version of a soft-

ware component is compatible with its old version, from a functional point of view. They

do not mention anything about the capability to provide information about the change of

support status of functionalities in different versions of libraries/interpreters and also they

work by comparing two code repositories, which is not our case.

Extracting Entities in the Programming Domain

Our proposal has also a contribution regarding the possibility to identify and extract enti-

ties in the programming domain. In [18] we can find a good overview on different supported

entity types for the NER task. The term ”named entity” was first used in the MUC-6 (Sixth
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Table 1.4: Comparison of related commercial solutions for entity extraction

Solution/Extraction domain Programming General

CoDE X ×
IBM Watson (AlchemyAPI) × X

OpenCalais × X
MeaningCloud × X

Message Understanding Conference) [10]. The extraction tasks were focused on identify-

ing proper names (e.g., person names, organization names, location names) and numeric

expressions (e.g., time, date, money, percent). Regarding the recognition of names [3], the

three examples mentioned represent the most studied entity types, categorized as ”enamex”.

Fine-grained subcategories were approached, like ”politician” and ”entertainer” for ”per-

son” [8], or ”city”, ”state”, ”country” for ”location” [7]. The CONLL conferences use the

type ”miscellaneous” to include proper names that do not fall in the ”enamex” category.

Other categories created in MUC are ”timex”, which includes entity types like ”date” and

”time”, and ”numex”, which includes entity types like ”money” and ”percent”. For spe-

cific needs, marginal types were defined, like ”film” and ”scientist” [5], ”email” and ”phone

number” [32], ”research area” and ”project name” [34], ”book title” [2, 32], ”job title” [4].

A lot of work towards automatic entity extractions is also done in the bioinformatics field,

recognizing types such as ”protein”, ”DNA”, ”RNA”, ”cell type”, ”cell line” [30, 28, 27].

Some related studies were done towards ”drug” [24] and ”chemical” [19] names.

Another category of NER systems, called ”open domain” NERs [1, 6], include those

that were not developed for specific types, they do not restrict the possible entity types to

extract. Although these systems can be used in theory for any domain, all the experiments

and the fine tuning were done for the most well known entity types in the newspaper

domains. Furthermore, for this context of ”open domain” NERs, an extended named entity

hierarchy, which includes around 200 categories, was defined [26]. It added categories like

color, animal, religion, substance, and subcategories like airport, museum, river, color.

Again, their hierarchy is designed for newspaper domains, it is not a specialized one for a

particular domain. Thus, it does not contain anything related to the programming domain.

We could not find any NER system that was tested and works with entities in our addressed

domain. In this regard, we propose an extended NE hierarchy that contains new categories

that cover the concepts our approach works with. It is not intended to be a comprehensive

hierarchy for computer software. Depending on the needs, it will be extended.

Known commercial solutions that offer natural language processing for text analysis also

focus on extracting general terms. We tested several products on some manual pages chosen

randomly from PHP 20, Python 21, and Node.js 22. Table 1.4 summarizes our findings.

20http://php.net/manual/en/function.chmod.php
21https://docs.python.org/3/library/os.path.html
22https://nodejs.org/api/util.html

http://php.net/manual/en/function.chmod.php
https://docs.python.org/3/library/os.path.html
https://nodejs.org/api/util.html
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IBM’s Watson Natural Language Understanding module 23, which integrated Alche-

myAPI, one of the most well known companies that offered NLP solutions, has a broad

list of supported entity types and subtypes 24. Among them, we can find some subtypes

applicable to our domain, as ”ProgrammingLanguage”, ”ProgrammingLanguageDesigner”,

”Software”, ”SoftwareDeveloper”, ”SoftwareLicense”. On our test cases, it did not detect

anything of interest. From Node.js page, it detected the terms ”len” as being a person and

”1 2 3” as being a quantity. From PHP page it could not extract anything. From Python

page, it detected the terms ”unc” as an organization and ”r” as a person. Taking into

account the mentioned types that are supported, we consider that it should have detected

at least the terms ”PHP”, ”Node.js”, and ”Python”.

Another solution that is well known and very much used is OpenCalais 25. It correctly

detected the programming languages and some other terms in the IT domain, but nothing

relevant for our purpose.

MeaningCloud 26 also offers text analytics services. Its online demo limits the input

text to 500 characters, therefore we have selected only 8 functions from the Node.js page

and 8 functions from the Python page. The PHP page contains only a single function, but

has many examples of code. From this page we have selected only the function with its

descriptive section. Unfortunately, it also did not detect anything relevant.

All these results are expected, because the solutions are designed for general newspaper

domains, not for the particular domain of programming that our solution addresses. They

recognize entities from categories like people, places, dates, companies, products, not entities

in the programming context.

23https://www.ibm.com/watson/developercloud/natural-language-understanding.html
24https://www.ibm.com/watson/developercloud/doc/natural-language-understanding/entity-

types.html
25http://www.opencalais.com/
26https://www.meaningcloud.com/

https://www.ibm.com/watson/developercloud/natural-language-understanding.html
https://www.ibm.com/watson/developercloud/doc/natural-language-understanding/entity-types.html
https://www.ibm.com/watson/developercloud/doc/natural-language-understanding/entity-types.html
http://www.opencalais.com/
https://www.meaningcloud.com/
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